CP SWG Meeting minutes 31.03.15
UNICEF
Agencies present: ACTED, Alalusi Foundation, AVSI, CARE, FPSC, IMC, IRC, MC, Right to Play, SCJ, TdH-L, UNHCR, UNICEF, UPP
and Vision Hope International.
Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Update on verification exercise - Senior Registration officer, UNHCR
Update field and TFs
Makani presentation - UNICEF
AOB

Agenda item

Update on
verification
exercise

Discussion





Field update

Action point

Responsible
Agency

By April 06 all 101 police stations will be open
for registration. As of March 30th, 92 stations
Those with questions should contact Susanne Butscher, UNHCR
were open countrywide.
butscher@unhcr.org
So far 22,133 registration cards have been
issued to 20,853 refugees and 1,280 to nonrefugee Syrian community.

Azraq: The population at the camp is rapidly
increasing. On average, the camp is receiving 30
people per day. There are more spontaneous returns
than forced returns by the local authority.
EJC: UNHCR and MoH followed up on the scabies
cases identified in the camp. All cases have been
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quarantined and no new cases have been reported.
Zaatari: CP and SGBV have merged their coordination
meetings. NHF and IMC will co-chair the coordination
at the camp.
UASC TF: There is a training on UASC this week for
monitors working in Amman, Azraq and Zarqa.
Makani
presentationUNICEF







AOB







UNICEF made a presentation about Makani
comprehensive approach which aims at
meeting children’s needs more efficiently and
with a comprehensive approach
The programs offered in these children’s
spaces will include life skills, PSS (referrals and
alternative care) and informal/non formal
education services.
Makani will be implemented through
UNICEF’s partners and is open to potential
partners.
WFCL- no child below the age of 18 is allowed
to apply for any incentive work. Agencies
should ensure they observe this rule when
recruiting Syrian refugees.
MoPIC approvals: Partners should work
closely with the MoPIC secretariat to ensure
that their projects are approved on time.
CP SWG Meeting Schedule: There is a
proposal that SWG meetings should be held

UNICEF will send out a call for proposal for agencies that
want to implement Makani projects. For more information on
this contact Rafiq Muhammad, mrkhan@unicef.org.
Makani presentation is available on the web portal :
http://data.unhcr.org/syrianrefugees/download.php?id=8550

-

-
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Those with concerns on the approval process should
contact Ali Ababneh, TdH – Lausanne’s Program
Manager, aababneh@tdh.ch.
Co-chairs to follow this up

UNICEF



once a month.
Government participation: The Ministry of
Social Development will be invited to attend
the next CP meeting
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